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Belly of the Beast
by Jonathan Auxier
Sent on a quest to rescue a beast called a

Shibboleth, Auggie and Fen enter the lair of

the evil Rooks where they meet one very

hungry monster whom they must calm down

to complete the mission. Book 3 in The

Fabled Stables series.

The Bad Guys: They're Bee-hind
You!
by Aaron Blabey
The Bad Guys need to get from the roof of a

skyscraper to the basement while avoiding

the nasty things waiting for them on every

floor in between. Book 3 in the Bad Guys

series.

Sparks! : future purrfect
by Ian Boothby
Charlie and August, the kitty duo who

control the incredible Sparks costume, are

exhausted...So what better way to relax than

to get away to a beautiful tropical island?

But when weird things start to

happen, they're blasted off on their craziest

adventure ever.

Moonlight Mischief
by Linda Chapman
Do you believe in magic? Sita and her

friends do. So when they meet the Star

Animals, a whole world of magical

adventures awaits. Seventh book in the Star

Friends series.

The Witch's Apprentice
by Zetta Elliott
Since his lessons as a witch’s apprentice

haven’t proved useful, Jax must find the

magic and strength he needs to hatch a

phoenix egg to save New York from a

strange sleeping sickness that is spreading

across the city. Book 3 in the Dragons in a

Bag series.

The Star Wolf
by Paula Harrison
Listening to the special star-wolf song that

makes the stars appear in the sky every

night, Emma rescues a baby star wolf from a

trap and must figure out how to return the

pup to its family. Latest book in The Secret

Rescuers series.

S.O.S. from Outer Space
by Ada Hopper
Laura receives a beeping S.O.S. from the

DATA Set's alien friend, Fave, so the club

blasts off into the unknown to fix the glitch.

Book 9 in the Data Set series.

Wish Upon a Shark
by Jason June
The best time of the year has arrived--

Mermicorn Island's annual costume contest.

Lucky loves designing ever more elaborate

costumes for his Fintastic Four, in the hopes

of finally taking home the grand prize. But

when a fierce-looking shark crashes the ball,

everyone swims for cover...
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The Secret Explorers and the
Moon Mission
by S. J. King
A space expert and a geology expert take

readers on an out-of-this-world adventure to

the moon where they must navigate the

dangerous terrain to clear up space debris

before it can interfere with a lunar mission!

Jade the Gem Dragon
by Melody Lockhart
While exploring in the magical Starfall

Forest, Kat and Rosie stumble upon a colony

of sick gem dragons, which prompts them to

launch an anti-pollution campaign against

the gnomes’ new mining machines with help

from Dr. Hart. A Magical Rescue Vets book.

The Accidental Volcano
by Jonathan Messinger
Finn Caspian, his three best friends, and his

robot Foggy are excited to explore a brand-

new planet . . . until Finn's mom makes them

bring along an annoying new robot named

Voltronix Zu. Can the four friends find a

way to save the planet--and the bubble

aliens who live there--before Voltronix

causes a volcanic disaster?

Willa the Silver Glitter Dragon
by Maddy Mara
Willa and her friends have a powerful magic

inside of them-they each have the ability to

transform into a Glitter Dragon Girl. Sixth

book in the Dragon Girls series.

The Big Freeze
by Christina Soontornvat
When the time arrives for her to choose her

personal magical winter weather ability,

Princess Lina examines the beautiful

snowflakes, glacier ice caves, and polar sea

storms of her relatives for ideas on how to

distinguish herself. Book 4 in the Diary of an

Ice Princess series.

Big Foot and Little Foot
by Ellen Potter
Hugo is a young Sasquatch who longs for

adventure. Boone is young boy who longs to

see a Sasquatch. When their worlds collide,

they become the unlikeliest pair of best

friends.

The Interdimensional Fish Sticks
by Aaron Starmer
To solve his Halloween costume dilemma,

fourth-grader Bryce Dodd turns to magical

Locker 37, which, through interdimensional

fish sticks, transports him to different

parallel universes where things get weird,

weirder, to off-the-walls weird.

Guarding the Invisible Dragons
by Tracey West
A nest of invisible baby dragons has been

discovered in Queen Sofia's castle so Drake,

Worm, and Val, Carlos's cousin, must journey

to the dangerous Dove Island to find the

parents and the fruit that keeps the dragons'

invisible powers. A Dragon Masters book.

Pixie Tricks: The Angry Elf
by Tracey West
Violet and her fairy friend Sprite hatch a

plan to catch Fixit, a toy-making elf whose

lack of appreciation drives him to mess with

all the toys in town, but pixies Rusella and

Spoiler are determined to thwart Violet and

Sprite's plans.

Gina, the Girl Who Broke the
World
by Judd Winick
When giant magical beings only she can see

begin appearing everywhere, Gina discovers

her own powerful abilities while teaming up

with DJ and HiLo to protect new friends

from dangerous predators. Book 7 in the

HiLo series.
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